Abstract. The present study explores rhyme correspondences between Finnic (~Uralic) and Sinitic languages, taking the Finnish -ala and -aja rhymes as an example. Two rhyme correspondences are established: Keywords: Uralic, Finnic, Sino-Finnic, Sinitic, Chinese, etymology, morphophonology.
Introduction
A rhyme correspondence is a relatively strict and composite rule of interlinguistic sound correlations. A rhyme correspondence means that not only a single phoneme but also a composite rhyme is consistently correlated among related lects (i.e. language varieties).
In this article, a rhyme is understood as a morphophonological item consisting of multiple phonemes within a morpheme: nucleus + coda or unstressed consonant in the second syllable + unstressed vowel in the second syllable. This is how rhyme is generally understood by native poets and readers.
Rhyme correspondences exist among closely related lects such as, e.g. the Germanic lects or the Chinese (Sinitic) lects. A well-recognised rhyme correspondence in the Germanic lects is the case of Einstein 'one stone': the -ein rhyme in German is correlated with the -een rhyme in Dutch, the -one rhyme in English, and the -en rhyme in Swedish and Danish (see Table 1 ).
In Chinese lects, there are more rhyme correspondences than in Germanic languages. The rhyme correspondences can be practically used to predict word forms of etymological equivalents among Chinese lects.
The present study demonstrates that rhyme correspondences also exist between Sinitic and Finnic (with extension to some other Uralic) languages. It advances the suggestion of the Sino-Finnic (plus Uralic -the term SinoFinnic is geographically coined, like Indo-Germanic) affinity, which has been previously discussed (e.g. Gao 2005; 2008; 2012a; 2012b; 2012c) . I have to admit that previously I have suggested too many Sino-Finnic shared items, some of them erroneous, which jeopardized the whole picture. In the present study, I will only refer to a few very definite items. The keynote is not the quantity but the quality, which means the rhyme correspondences.
Material and methods
First, I will include an entry section of comparison of reconstructed languages according to historical linguistics, and then proceed to the main section of etymological and morphophonological comparisons of attested languages.
In the entry section, the fully reconstructed Proto-Uralic (or of a narrower range, Proto-Finno-Ugric) is compared with the partly reconstructed Old Chinese (the roots were attested in the Chinese writing system, their pronunciations have been reconstructed). The sources of the reconstructed forms of the Finnic side are (1) UEW, and (2) Proto-Sinitic also known as Proto-Chinese cannot be compared because it is only a theoretical notion without reconstructed results. Proto-Sino-Tibetan cannot be compared because it is a hypothetical notion without a sufficient amount of etymological items representing a sufficient number of languages.
In the main section, a total of six attested languages are comparatively studied: (1) Estonian, (2) Finnish, (3) Livonian, (4) Beijing Yan (Standard Mandarin), (5) Guangzhou Yue (Standard Cantonese), and (6) Taipei Min (Standard Taiwanese). The languages have been chosen for being very representative and relatively well studied.
The chosen languages can be referenced in the following standard or etymological dictionaries, respectively: (1) EES 2012, (2) For a better relative comparison, etymological equivalents in some other languages (Uralic and Tibeto-Burman, as suggested by some other scholars) are cited according to the relevant etymological dictionaries UEW and CD5ST (1996) . Uncertain etymological equivalents are marked with (?). Non-English glosses have been translated into English for the present study.
The linguistic data of Sinitic lects are given in the IPA (in square brackets). The four basic tonemes are denoted as (A) , (B) , (C) and (D) . Further tonemes are denoted as (..1) (for yin 'lunar' tonemes) and (..2) (for yang 'solar' tonemes). All the given Sinitic words are monomorphemic.
The linguistic data of non-Sinitic lects are given in orthographies (in boldface and italic) or transcriptions (in italics, chiefly UPA). If a given word is longer than one morpheme, the targeted morpheme is underlined (if certain). In Finnic, conditionally apocoped phonemes are given in uppercase. In Finnic and Northern Sami, the alternative stem vowel is given as i, -e.
In successive data, dialectal variants are separated by a slash /, while grammatical variants or allomorphs are separated by a backslash \.
In morphophonological analyses, only the IPA is used. Etymological items are called etyma. Chinese etyma are named DOM.
The methods of the main section include classical etymology (cf. Rask 1818), and original comparative linguistics (cf. Bopp 1833-1852).
Results and discussion

The etyma shared by reconstructed languages
Ten shared etyma between Sinitic and Uralic languages are supplied to the rhyme correspondences in this article. Their comparisons across the reconstructed languages are given in Table 2 . The data show that most of these ten etyma are comparable across the reconstructed languages. However, I do not consider if it is evidential or not.
These reconstructed forms are always subjected to changes according to attested linguistic data. This is also why different authors have given altered reconstructions for the same targets.
On the Finnic side, some circles may claim that Sammallahti's system is more advanced. On the Sinitic side, no circle accomplishes such a claim. There are more schools that have independently studied the targets and contributed many caveats and arguments. E.g.:
The Peking School, founded by Wáng Lì , now lead by Guō Xīliáng (born 1930) and the Taipei School, found by Li Fang-Kuei (1902 -1987 The first six shared etyma in Table 2 belong to the same rhyme group of ⽂ in Zhou verses. If the Old Chinese forms of the Peking School are acknowledged, a rhyme correspondence between Proto-Uralic (of UEW) and Old Chinese (of Guō) can be concluded: Proto-Uralic *-ala ⇔ Old Chinese *-∑ uən. If the Old Chinese forms of the younger schools are acknowledged, no strict rhyme correspondence can be concluded.
The Taipei School, the Shanghai School, and the West School reconstruct liquid medials and initials with heterogeneous consonant clusters (i.e. consonant clusters consisting of consonants of different articulation places) (e.g. the Zhèngzhāng and Baxter-Sagart versions of the fifth etymon in Table 2 ) according to the Xiesheng series (i.e. sets of Chinese characters sharing the same sound-based elements), the phonologies of Tibeto-Burman languages, and a few doubtful etymological equivalents of Sinitic etyma in some TibetoBurman languages. The Peking School denies them, because no Sinitic lect contains such consonant clusters (there are at most prenasalised obstruents that can be considered as homogeneous consonant clusters), and the Xiesheng series might be made up of personal variations across different lects, due to which they cannot be considered as allomorphs in the same lect. Guō (2010 : 21) has emphasised that as the so-called Sino-Tibetan language family is hypothetical and the so-called Sino-Tibetan cognates are problematic it is not reasonable to reconstruct initials with heterogeneous consonant clusters in Sinitic according to Tibeto-Burman. Zhāng (2012) has similarly argued: " [---] the so-called Sino-Tibetan language family is just a unverified hypothesis, [---] with no academic achievements in this area universally accepted by scholars in the linguistic community so far. [---] We cannot identify the basic vocabulary, choose cognate words and reconstruct the phonological system merely out of our imagination." I think that liquid medials and onsets with heterogeneous consonant clusters should be possible in some source language of some Sinitic etyma. Within Sinitic, it is less possible. Further studies on the colloquial layers of Chinese lects are necessary.
The Taipei School reconstructs absolutely CVC-structured roots, for example, the *-aց rime for the rhyme group of ⿂, in order to fit the facts that this rhyme group could often rhyme with the rhyme group of 鐸 (*-ak), thus there is no open syllable in this lect (Li 1971) . The other schools reject it because it is typologically unusual. They reconstruct the *-a rhyme for the rhyme group of ⿂, and let it rhyme with 鐸 (*-aց/-ak), thus it is not systematic. Li (1971) has argued that rhymed texts do not allow us to reconstruct CV-structured roots that do not rhyme with CVC roots.
I think that the Taipei School has correct facts. However, no one has ever considered the possibility that the poetic rhymes in the Zhou Empire might be not phonological rhymes, but basically unstressed syllables following a stressed nucleus. I have done a primitive sketch of my ideas at the early stage of my studies (Gao 2008 : 128) : All Ancient Chinese roots should be disyllabic and CVCv-structured. In rhymed texts, *-a can easily rhyme with *-ga (/g/ can be either [ց] or [k] ). To most Chinese linguists, it looks systematic but surprising, because my etymological evidence was largely collected from Germanic and Uralic languages. Recently, based on newly identified etymological equivalents between CVC literary roots and CVCv colloquial roots within Sinitic lects, together with consideration of CVCv roots in Sino-Japanese, I have proved that Chinese roots should be disyllabic and CVCv-structured (Gao 2013).
In summary, my opinions on Chinese panchronic phonology are closer to the Peking School. However, I deny the reconstructions of onsets of Old Chinese. I insist that Old Chinese, or more objectively, the national language of the Zhou Empire, was just one of the Sinitic lects at that era. Moreover, it should be restricted to the Zhou Empire (ca 1050 -256 BC). Later phonetic clues from the Han Empire (202 BC -220[263] AD) cannot be used for the Zhou lect, because there is no evidence to prove that the Zhou lect and the Han lect were phonetically identical. If different lects are reconstructed together, it is not Old Chinese but a demo of Proto-Sinitic. Returning to Finnic, one reason for my having to proceed with the comparison of attested languages is that many native Finnic etyma (like the last three in Table 2 ) are lacking from the reconstructed languages. The etymological sources of these Finnic etyma are so far uncertain, and should be studied in the domain of etymology.
Etymologists used to study etymological equivalents in different languages ever before modern linguistics was born. Modern comparative linguists may question the quality of classical etymological studies, but they cannot deny the history of language sciences. Correlated languages cannot be identified without classical etymological studies.
I do not insist that classical etymology has nothing wrong with it, but modern linguists should not reject classical etymology merely because it is not impeccable.
In order to improve the quality of etymological studies, regular sound changes or correspondences should certainly be taken into account. In the following paragraphs, I will demonstrate some rhyme correspondences that are more evidential than simple regular sound correspondences of single phonemes. Considering the etymological equivalents in other Uralic languages, this rhyme correspondence can be extended. E.g., the same rhyme generally correlates with the -uolle rhyme in Northern Sami (CL) (attested in 3 etyma), the -al(o) rhyme in Erzya Mordvin (6 etyma), the -ol(» ) rhyme in Mari (3 etyma), the -ō l rhyme in Tavda Mansi (3 etyma), the -ul rhyme in Vach Khanty (2 etyma), the -al rhyme in Hungarian (3 etyma), the -º alÍe rhyme in Obdorsk Nenets (3 etyma), the -are rhyme in Baicha Enets (2 etyma), the -≠ e l rhyme in Tas Selkup (2 etyma), the -ele rhyme in Mator (2 etyma). Table 4 .
Sino-Finnic rhyme correspondence: Finnish
-ala ⇔ ⇔ Mandarin -(∑ u )˝ˑn ⇔ ⇔ Cantonese -( w )◊nˑ ⇔ ⇔ Taiwanese -uˑn
Table 4
Sino-Finnic rhyme correspondence: 'proceed'
About their etymological equivalents outside Sinitic and Finnic: 【往 (wǎng/vãng/aja-/aja-) 】has also been identified in many other Uralic languages (⇐ Sino-Finnic): Lappic vuodjit/vuoggje-/vuodjē-/v jje-/vujje-/vuajje-'drive'; Udmurt uj-/ulÍ-/ j-/uj-'drive, chase'; Komi voj-'flee', vojl -'run', vojledl -'drive, hunt'; Mansi wujt-/wojt-/vujt-'chase, hunt'. It has not been identified in Tibeto-Burman languages.
【硄 (guāng/quang/kaja-/kaja-) 】has also been identified in some other Uralic languages (⇐ Sino-Finnic): Northern Sami gÉ ajanas/kā ggj -\skā ggj -'echo'; Lule Sami kā jatit, kajā tit 'to shout'. It has not been identified in Tibeto-Burman languages. Its ultimate origin is onomatopoeic.
【房 (fáng/phòng/maja/maja) 】 has not been identified in other Uralic languages. It has also been identified in Latvian (⇐ Sino-Finnic, or ⇐ Finnic): maj º a 'house'. It has also been identified in Tibeto-Burman languages (⇐ Sino-Finnic, or ⇐ Sinitic): Tibetan bañ 'store-room, store-house'; Kachin dǝbañ I 'camp'; Lushai bañ 'wall'.
【荒 (huāng/hoang/vaja/vajaa) 】has also been identified in another Uralic language (⇐ Sino-Finnic): Northern Sami vaggjeg 'shortage' and in Latvian (⇐ Sino-Finnic, or ⇐ Finnic): vaj º at 'pursue'. It has not been identified in Tibeto-Burman languages.
Considering the etymological equivalents in other Uralic languages, this rhyme correspondence can be extended. E.g., the same rhyme generally correlates with the -aggje rhyme in Northern Sami. The Northern Sami output is more similar to Sinitic (-a ⇐ *-aցa ⇐ *-aց j a ⇒ -aցցja ⇒ -aja). The morphophonological C 2 of these etyma is fundamentally unchanged on the Sinitic side, but changed to /j/ on the Finnic (Uralic) side. The onomatopoeic words in Chinese dialects support that [] should be more original than [ j] (the second etymon in Table 4 means 'sound of stone' in Sinitic). Cf.
On the Sinitic side, the phonemes /j/ and // have already been correlated.
by many speakers), but [aːɻ] (A2) in Guangzhou Yue;【齩 (yǎo/ngão) 】'chew' is [ʔ ß ‡ ı ɑѨ\ɥ] (B) in Beijing Yan, but [a ˑwɥ] (B2) in Guangzhou Yue. Theoretically, the sound change should run as /j/ ⇐ /ɲj/ ⇐ /ŋɡ j / ⇒ /ŋց/ ⇒ /ŋ/. The prenasalized palatalised velar obstruent /ŋց j / should be median. A palatalised velar obstruent is attested in Lappic, cf.【往 (wǎng/vãng/aja-/ aja-) 】 vuoggje-;【硄 (guāng/quang/kaja-/kaja-) 】kā ggj -;【荒 (huāng/hoang/ vaja/vajaa) 】vaggjeg.
Overview
Some notes on toneme correspondences
Tonemes are secondary in both Sinitic and Finnic languages.
Based on etymological equivalents between Vietnamese and its neighbouring languages, Haudricourt (1954; 1961) established that Vietnamese tonemes originate in earlier consonantal contrasts, and suggested similar mechanisms for Chinese. He established the correspondences -x ⇒ -ʔ ⇒ the (B) toneme, and -s ⇒ -h ⇒ the (C) toneme. This theory has been accepted by many scholars. Based on early transliterations from neighbouring languages to Chinese, Pulleyblank (1962) supplied the same rule for the (C) toneme, while Mei (1970) supplied the same rule for the (B) toneme.
In summary, the fundamental tonemes are traces of affixes: (1) *-0 ⇒ (A) : The (A) toneme is a trace of the morphophonological affix null.
(2) *-X ⇒ (B) : The (B) toneme is a trace of the morphophonological affix X. (3) *-S ⇒ (C) : The (C) toneme is a trace of the morphophonological affix S.
Some actual etyma of the same root contain different fundamental tonemes, since different morphophonological affixes have been formerly added to the same root.
The (D) toneme is not fundamental. It is commonly applied to a syllable that ends in a plosive. It substitutes for the fundamental tonemes.
The binary further tonemes (..1) and (..2) arose when consonant voicing was lost in the morphophonological C 1 position. Etyma with a prototypical voiceless C 1 contain (..1) tonemes. Etyma with a prototypical voiced C 1 contain (..2) tonemes. The third further tonemes (..3) are related to length.
Tonemes are often identical in Sino-Finnic shared etyma. It implies that not only the roots but also the morphophonological affixes are identical (Gao 2008 : 52, 128) .
Three Sino-Finnic toneme correspondences are demonstrated in Tables  5, 6 , and 7. Each toneme correspondence is exemplified by five etyma. I do not extend them to other relevant languages, because it is not the focus of the present study. In these tables, the Finnic tonemes are designated according to the following rules (see p. 104):
DOM Estonian Finnish Livonian Beijing Yan Guangzhou Yue Taipei Min
【鯤】 kala (A) 'fish' 
Table 6
Sino-Finnic toneme correspondence: Finnic (B) ⇐ ⇐ *-X ⇒ ⇒ Sinitic (B) Table 7 Sino-Finnic toneme correspondence: Finnic (C) ⇐ ⇐ *-S ⇒ ⇒ Sinitic (C) CAVEATS: Since the fundamental tonemes are secondary and originate in morphophonological affixes, it is difficult to say whether the identical tonemes on both sides have identically survived from the antiquity, or whether they have been coincidentally added to both Sinitic and Finnic. The chance to get an identical fundamental toneme in a pair of words is 1/3. It can be coincidental. However, the toneme correspondences can affirm that the morphophonological affixes are identical in Sinitic and Finnic. 
Some notes on onset correspondences
The shared etyma demonstrated in the rhyme correspondences enable two onset correspondences to be established as well (Tables 8, 9 ). Here I will not supply these correspondences with more etyma, or extend them to other relevant languages, because it is not the keynote of the present study.
Table 8
Sino-Finnic onset correspondence: p-⇔ ⇔ f-⇔ ⇔ f-⇔ ⇔ h-(p-) Table 9 Sino-Finnic onset correspondence: v-⇔ ⇔ x∑ u -⇔ ⇔ w w-/f-⇔ ⇔ hAn onset correspondence is similar to a simple sound correspondence, but it includes both initial and medial speech sounds. An onset correspondence is less evidential than a rhyme correspondence, because an onset is simpler than a rhyme. Moreover, Sinitic has more onsets than Finnic, so that different Sinitic onsets are mapped to the same merged onset in Finnic.
Returning to the keynote of the present study, Finnic has more rhymes than Sinitic, thus the rhyme mapping from Finnic to Sinitic is more definite and the rhyme correlation is more evidential. The Sino-Finnic (including Uralic) affinity is additionally supported by the rhyme correspondences between Sinitic and Uralic languages.
Notes on methods
Finally, returning to methods, I would like to remind the reader that it was not comparative linguists but classical etymologists who personally compared languages and proposed etymological equivalents. Although the etymologists made numerous mistakes, their contribution should never be forgotten.
The major language families now claimed by comparative linguists were originally not based on proto-languages. E.g., in the establishment of the Finno-Ugric affinity, Finnish, Estonian, Lappish and Hungarian were directly compared (see Gyarmathi 1799), instead of comparing Proto-Finnic and Proto-Ugric.
Many Finnic roots have not been listed as Proto-Uralic merely because their etymological equivalents do not exist (have got lost or have never been identified) in other Uralic languages. It does not mean that these Finnic roots are not old enough to be compared with other languages. When an etymon is preserved in both Finnic and Ugric languages, it need not have survived in all of the other related languages placed between them. Similarly, if an etymon has survived in both Finnic and Sinitic languages, it need not have survived in all the other related languages placed between them. For this reason, even though the Uralic (or Finno-Ugric) language tree is accepted, the corpus of Proto-Uralic (or Proto-Finno-Ugric) cannot be used in further etymological studies.
The classical etymological method, which compares attested lects, is more efficient and evidential. Certainly, it is not reliable to compare only two lects. It is reliable if at least four representative lects (two from each side) are compared. If all known related lects (like the ten etyma in the rhyme correspondences demonstrated) are compared, it is very reliable. The procedure has actually reviewed and re-analysed all the data that were used to reconstruct the proto-language on the Finnic (Uralic) side. I am not wasting my time. I do not rely on reconstruted languages.
If regular sound correspondences among the correlated lects are, in addition, established on the basis of a sufficient number of etyma, the etymologies are extremely reliable. The regular sound correspondences rule out chance resemblances.
Conclusion
The present study explores rhyme correspondences between Sinitic and Finnic (~ Uralic) lects, taking Finnish -ala and -aja rhymes as an example. The rhyme correspondences are exemplified by ten Sino-Finnic (including Uralic) shared etyma.
